Anshul Gupta
Portfolio site :- www.anshulg.com
Tel – 8130249048
Email – anshulgupta000@live.com
CAREER OBJECTIVE
Seeking a challenging position in an organization where I can effectively contribute my
experience, development skills and various abilities to its growth through hard work and
dedication.

Technical Skills

SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING
WEB
TECHNOLOGIES

XML, CSS3, JAVA SCRIPT, WORDPRESS, DRUPAL,
WEBSERVICES,HTML,AJAX,ANGULARJS
RESPONSIVE FRONT END
DEVELOPER.PHOTOSHOP,BOOTSTRAP,JQUERY

PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGES

C, C#, SQL, JAVA.

DEVELOPMENT
TOOLS

SUBLIME,DREAMWEAVER.

OPERTING
SYSTEMS

WINDOWS FAMILY OS, LINUX.

Professional Summary






Previous Employer2
Previous Employer1
Current Employee
Total Experience

:
:
:
:

TECHZIBA DELHI
DIAM RESOURCES PVT.LTD,
DATA VENTURES PVT. LTD.
4 Years

E-COMMERCE
ROLE: DESIGN & DEVELOPE
SANA N SARA COLLECTION

PROJECT SUMMARY:
The ecommerce business serves the people by providing quality food to their reach on their
affordable prices. It is the world’s most vast business running all around the globe. Every
business can be fall down but with some basic tactics huge amount of revenue’s can be
generated from this business, this business can never be fall down. Here involve the reader by
introducing your idea of the restaurant; grab the attention of the reader that he must not lose
his concentrations. Give the basic information about your restaurant by telling the name and
the location of the restaurant. Describe the way or style of your restaurant working. State
your experiences and qualifications that why you are the best choice for this restaurant
venture. If you don’t have any experiences then describe how your qualifications are suitable
for that venture, convince them by giving some innovative idea. Technical support, available
online is the fastest and the finest way of resolving various kinds of computer errors. Whether you are facing
system shut down issues or receiving annoying pop-ups on your computer, PC support available online can
help make your computer run at its best speed. Live tech support offered by skilled experts can provide
instant step-by-step instructions to enhance the sluggish performance of your computer.
RESPONSIBILITIES:
 Designing and Develop the site.
 Detailed Project planning and control including.
 Building client for the project that included the technologies like PHP and JAVA.
 Developing and Maintaining a detail project plan.
 Working closely with users to ensure the project meets business needs.
LINK:
www.sanasara.com
Environment : php, HTML5, css3, javascript, jquery, responsive.

E-COMMERCE
ROLE: DESIGN & DEVELOPE
WEBNCART

PROJECT SUMMARY:
The ecommerce business serves the people by providing quality food to their reach on their
affordable prices. It is the world’s most vast business running all around the globe. Every
business can be fall down but with some basic tactics huge amount of revenue’s can be
generated from this business, this business can never be fall down. Here involve the reader by
introducing your idea of the restaurant; grab the attention of the reader that he must not lose

his concentrations. Give the basic information about your restaurant by telling the name and
the location of the restaurant. Describe the way or style of your restaurant working. State
your experiences and qualifications that why you are the best choice for this restaurant
venture. If you don’t have any experiences then describe how your qualifications are suitable
for that venture, convince them by giving some innovative idea. Technical support, available
online is the fastest and the finest way of resolving various kinds of computer errors. Whether you are facing
system shut down issues or receiving annoying pop-ups on your computer, PC support available online can
help make your computer run at its best speed. Live tech support offered by skilled experts can provide
instant step-by-step instructions to enhance the sluggish performance of your computer.
RESPONSIBILITIES:
 Designing and Develop the site.
 Detailed Project planning and control including.
 Building client for the project that included the technologies like PHP and JAVA.
 Developing and Maintaining a detail project plan.
 Working closely with users to ensure the project meets business needs.
LINK:
www.webncart.com
Environment : php, HTML5, css3, javascript, jquery, responsive.

E-COMMERCE
ROLE: DESIGN & DEVELOPE
TRUENDEALS

PROJECT SUMMARY:
The ecommerce business serves the people by providing quality food to their reach on their
affordable prices. It is the world’s most vast business running all around the globe. Every
business can be fall down but with some basic tactics huge amount of revenue’s can be
generated from this business, this business can never be fall down. Here involve the reader by
introducing your idea of the restaurant; grab the attention of the reader that he must not lose
his concentrations. Give the basic information about your restaurant by telling the name and
the location of the restaurant. Describe the way or style of your restaurant working. State
your experiences and qualifications that why you are the best choice for this restaurant
venture. If you don’t have any experiences then describe how your qualifications are suitable
for that venture, convince them by giving some innovative idea. Technical support, available
online is the fastest and the finest way of resolving various kinds of computer errors. Whether you are facing
system shut down issues or receiving annoying pop-ups on your computer, PC support available online can
help make your computer run at its best speed. Live tech support offered by skilled experts can provide
instant step-by-step instructions to enhance the sluggish performance of your computer.
RESPONSIBILITIES:
 Designing and Develop the site.
 Detailed Project planning and control including.
 Building client for the project that included the technologies like PHP and JAVA.
 Developing and Maintaining a detail project plan.
 Working closely with users to ensure the project meets business needs.
LINK:

www.truendeals.com
Environment : php, HTML5, css3, javascript, jquery, responsive.

E-COMMERCE

ROLE: DESIGN & DEVELOPE
WEDDING LOUNGE BY ARJUN

PROJECT SUMMARY:
The ecommerce business serves the people by providing quality food to their reach on their
affordable prices. It is the world’s most vast business running all around the globe. Every
business can be fall down but with some basic tactics huge amount of revenue’s can be
generated from this business, this business can never be fall down. Here involve the reader by
introducing your idea of the restaurant; grab the attention of the reader that he must not lose
his concentrations. Give the basic information about your restaurant by telling the name and
the location of the restaurant. Describe the way or style of your restaurant working. State
your experiences and qualifications that why you are the best choice for this restaurant
venture. If you don’t have any experiences then describe how your qualifications are suitable
for that venture, convince them by giving some innovative idea. Technical support, available
online is the fastest and the finest way of resolving various kinds of computer errors. Whether you are facing
system shut down issues or receiving annoying pop-ups on your computer, PC support available online can
help make your computer run at its best speed. Live tech support offered by skilled experts can provide
instant step-by-step instructions to enhance the sluggish performance of your computer.
RESPONSIBILITIES:
 Designing and Develop the site.
 Detailed Project planning and control including.
 Building client for the project that included the technologies like PHP and JAVA.
 Developing and Maintaining a detail project plan.
 Working closely with users to ensure the project meets business needs.
LINK:
www.weddingloungebyarjun.com
Environment : php, HTML5, css3, javascript, jquery, responsive.

ISO COMPANY
ROLE: DESIGN & DEVELOPE

DAB ACCREDITATION

PROJECT SUMMARY:
The DAB council for certifying bodies helps markets work better by providing internationally
recognised accreditation services that create economic benefit.

RESPONSIBILITIES:
 Designing and Develop the site.
 Detailed Project planning and control including.
 Building client for the project that included the technologies like PHP and JAVA.
 Developing and Maintaining a detail project plan.
 Working closely with users to ensure the project meets business needs.
LINK:
http://www.dabaccreditation.org/.
Environment : Design,php, wamp server.

ISO COMPANY
ROLE: DESIGN & DEVELOPE
GERMANACC

PROJECT SUMMARY:
The German Accreditation council for certifying bodies helps markets work better by providing
internationally recognised accreditation services that create economic benefit.

RESPONSIBILITIES:
 Designing and Develop the site.
 Detailed Project planning and control including.
 Building client for the project that included the technologies like PHP and JAVA.
 Developing and Maintaining a detail project plan.
 Working closely with users to ensure the project meets business needs.
LINK:
www.germanacc.com
.
Environment : php, wamp server, windows server 2000/2003, Remote Anywhere
Tool.

ISO COMPANY
ROLE: DESIGN & DEVELOPE
INTERNATIONAL QUALITIES

PROJECT SUMMARY:
The German Accreditation council for certifying bodies helps markets work better by providing
internationally recognised accreditation services that create economic benefit.

RESPONSIBILITIES:
 Designing and Develop the site.
 Detailed Project planning and control including.
 Building client for the project that included the technologies like PHP and JAVA.
 Developing and Maintaining a detail project plan.
 Working closely with users to ensure the project meets business needs.
LINK:
http://www.internationalqualities.com/.

AMBIKA JEWEL
ROLE: DESIGN & DEVELOPE
AMBIKA JEWEL

RESPONSIBILITIES:
 Designing and Develop the site.
 Detailed Project planning and control including.
 Developing and Maintaining a detail project plan.
 Working closely with users to ensure the project meets business needs.
LINK:
http://ambikajewel.com/index.php/

SUPPORT STATION
Last Assignment
Project Name : Support Station
Client Name : British Telecom, UK
Current Role : Developer
Support Station is an independent provider of an-demand tech support & not affiliated with
any third party brand unless specified call now to get live and immediate access to technicians
for multiple brands of laptops, PC’s, software and connected peripherals.
Contributions:


Detailed project planning and control including



Building client for the project that included the technologies like
ASP.NET, C#.



Creating a business logic using webservices



Developing and maintaining a detailed project plan.



Managing project deliverables in line with the project plan.



Recording and managing project issues and escalating where
necessary.




Resolving cross-functional issues at project level.
Monitoring project progress and performance.

LINK:
http://supportstation.co.in/

Second Last Assignment
Title: Techziba

Description:
TechZiba is an independent provider of on-demand tech support &
not affiliated with any third party brand unless specified.Call now to get live and immediate
access to technicians for multiple brands of Laptops, PCs, software and connected peripherals.
Responsibilities:



Detailed project planning and control including



Building client for the project that included the technologies like ASP.net



Creating a business logic



Developing and maintaining a detailed project plan.



Managing project deliverables in line with the project plan.



Building client for the project that included the technologies like ASP.NET, C#.



Monitoring project progress and performance.

LINK:
www.techziba.com

Third Last Assignment

Description:
Support Partners are Post Production experts who work in partnership with content creators to
provide innovative, cost saving end-to-end production solutions. We provide a full end to end
service from the design, installation, integration, support, coaching and training for edit
facilities and workflows.
Over the last 8 years we have built a reputation as the UK’s leading industry experts in cutting
edge desktop post production solutions such as Final Cut Pro, file-based production workflows,
SAN environments and media management.

LINK:
http://support-partners.com/

Responsibilities


Manage cases and customer issues independently



Detailed project planning and control including



Building client for the project that included the technologies like ASP.NET, C#.



Creating a business logic.



Developing and maintaining a detailed project plan.



Managing project deliverables in line with the project plan.



Recording and managing project issues and escalating where necessary.




Resolving cross-functional issues at project level.
Monitoring project progress and performance.



Working closely with users to ensure the project meets business needs.

Fourth Last Assignment

Title : DREAM-VALUE.
Description Dream Value is the fastest growing company in the
field of
real
estate and infrastructure. The company has been formed
with the desire of perfection and
dedication to fulfill the
commitments, with the aspiration of customer satisfaction. Clear
vision, Expertise, honesty and good corporate governance experience is behind the success of
the company.
Technologies Used : VB.Net, SQL Server2000.

Responsibilities


Detailed project planning and control including



Building client for the project that included the technologies like ASP.net



Creating a business logic



Developing and maintaining a detailed project plan.



Managing project deliverables in line with the project plan.



Building client for the project that included the technologies like ASP.NET, C#.



Monitoring project progress and performance.

LINK:
http://www.dreamvalue.org/

Fifth Assignment

Title : Pink Escape
Description:- We create unique, inspired, totally personalized and tailor-made holidays, with
very special activities that require significant time and effort to arrange. We hold your hand at
every step of the way, and we are available seven days a week to provide the ultimate in
personal service. We make the difference between a good trip to India... and a truly
extraordinary Indian Experience, an Experience to Love!

Technologies Used :

VB.Net, SQL Server2000.

Responsibilities


Detailed project planning and control including



Building client for the project that included the technologies like ASP.net



Creating a business logic



Developing and maintaining a detailed project plan.



Managing project deliverables in line with the project plan.



Building client for the project that included the technologies like ASP.NET, C#.



Monitoring project progress and performance.

LINK:
http://www.pinkescapes.in/

Sixth Assignment

Title : Amaltas luxury
Description:- We create unique, inspired, totally personalized and tailor-made holidays, with
very special activities that require significant time and effort to arrange. We hold your hand at
every step of the way, and we are available seven days a week to provide the ultimate in
personal service. We make the difference between a good trip to India... and a truly
extraordinary Indian Experience, an Experience to Love!
Technologies Used :

VB.Net, SQL Server2000.

Responsibilities


Detailed project planning and control including



Building client for the project that included the technologies like ASP.net



Creating a business logic



Developing and maintaining a detailed project plan.



Managing project deliverables in line with the project plan.



Building client for the project that included the technologies like ASP.NET, C#.



Monitoring project progress and performance.

LINK:

http://www.amaltasluxury.in

Achievements




Worked in CMC TCS.
.
Handled nearly 105 cases & closed approx 70 cases.

Education

Degree
B.TECH

University
Bhagwant University

Year of Passing

Percentage

2012

74%

Academics

Name of the
Examination

Board/Univ.

Percentage

10th

R.B.S.C.

62%

12th

O.B.S.C.

67%

B.Tech

Bhagwant University Ajmer

M.B.A

Jodhpur University

Extra Curricular Achievements


I was a member of Employee First Council – Sports in School



Mr. Fresher in College

Personal Profile
Name
Father Name
Nationality
Gender
Marital Status
Languages Known

:
:
:
:
:
:

Anshul Gupta
Mr. Pradeep Kumar Gupta
Indian
Male
Married
English, Hindi

74%
62%

